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ŽWe generalize the superrigidity theorem of G. A. Margulis 1991, ‘‘Discrete
Subgroups of Semisimple Lie Groups,’’ VII.5.19, Springer-Verlag, New Yorkr
.Berlin to the case of the more general non-reductive target group F. We also
provide a proof of the cocycle superrigidity theorem in the case of algebraic groups
defined over a local field of positive characteristic and the generalization of this
proof to the case of the more general target group analogous to our generalization
of the superrigidity theorem. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let A be a nonempty finite set. For each a g A, we choose a local
field k and a connected simply connected semisimple k -groupa a
Ž .G without k -anisotropic factors. Denote by G k the groups of k -ra-a a a a a
Ž .tional points of G , and let G s Ł G k . Let S be a maximala a g A a a a
Ž .k -split torus in G and denote S s Ł S k . Let rank G sa a a g A a a
Ý rank k G denote the rank of the group G. Let G be a lattice in Ga g A a a
Ž .and L be a subgroup of the commensurability group Comm G contain-G
ing G. The question we want to discuss in this paper is: Given a local field
Ž .k, a connected k-group F, and a homomorphism t : L “ F k , when can
Ž .we extend it to a continuous homomorphism t : G “ F k ? We will˜
consider this question under some additional assumptions:
Ž .1 subgroup L is dense in G or rank G G 2 and G is irreducible;
Ž . Ž .2 the image t L is Zariski dense and is not relatively compact
in F.
1 These results are part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis completed at Yale University.
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Ž .In the case of G satisfying assumption 2 in place of L, and F being a
connected adjoint k-simple k-group, the answer was given by Margulis
w xsuperrigidity theorem 6, Theorems VII.5.4 and VII.5.6; 11, Theorem 4.10
w xwhich states that in that case t extends to t . Also in 6 G. Margulis˜
generalizes his result to the case of F-semisimple k-group as follows.
DEFINITION 1. A homomorphism f : L “ H of a subgroup L ; G into
a locally compact group H almost extends to a continuous homomorphism
˜ ˜ y1Ž . Ž . Ž .f : G “ H, if the map r : L “ H, given by r l s f l f l , for all
Ž . Ž .l g L has the following properties: a r L is relatively compact in H;
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .b r L and f G commute.
Ž . Ž .Notice that b implies c that r is a homomorphism. If F is a connected
semisimple k-group, F is adjoint or all G are simply connected, anda
Ž . Ž . wassumptions 1 and 2 with G in place of L are satisfied, then 6,
x Ž .Theorem VII.5.13 states that t : L “ F k almost extends to a continuous
Ž . whomomorphism t : G “ F k . G. Margulis also showed 6, Theorem˜
xVII.6.16 that if the characteristic of k is 0, then under some mild
assumptions on G and L, t L is semisimple. Thus the above mentionedŽ .
theorems completely describe the situation in the case of char k s 0.
However, if char k s p ) 0, t L does not have to be semisimple as wasŽ .
w xshown in 3 . This is the case we are interested in here. First results in this
w xdirection were also obtained by G. Margulis 6, Theorem VII.5.19 . They,
however, imposed some rather strong conditions on the image group F.
The theorem we prove is:
THEOREM 1. Let F be an algebraic group defined o¤er a local field k of
Ž .positi¤e characteristic, such that the group H s FrR F is semisimple. Letu
Ž . Ž .t : L “ F k be a homomorphism with t L Zariski dense in F. Suppose the
following conditions are satisfied:
Ž .1 ;a g A, the group G is simply connected;a
Ž .2 Either rank G G 2 and G is irreducible or the subgroup L is dense
in G and each irreducible component of G is contained in a subgroup of G of
rank G 2;
Ž . Ž .3 The restriction of the homomorphism p (t : L “ H k to G almost
Ž . Ž .extends to a continuous homomorphism r : G “ H k , such that r G / e;
Ž . Ž .4 The representation Ad(t : L “ GL Dist F is G-integrable.
Ž .Then there exist a continuous homomorphism t : G “ F k and a homomor-˜
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .phism n : L “ F k with n G compact, such that t G and n L commute˜
Ž . Ž . Ž .and t l s n l t l for all l g L.˜
Ž .Remark. Notice that if p (t G is Zariski dense in H, then condition
Ž .3 is satisfied by results of G. Margulis.
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Our proof follows the general plan of G. Margulis’ proofs of his
superrigidity theorems. We will need the following definition.
DEFINITION 2. Gi¤en a k-rational action of a k-group H on a k-¤ariety M,
Ž .we call a set X ; M k strictly H-effecti¤e, if one of the following equi¤alent
conditions is satisfied:
Ž . Ž1 H operates effecti¤ely on e¤ery orbit H x, x g X i.e., if x g X and
XŽ . X .h hx s hx for all h g H, then h s e ;
Ž .  42 ; x g X the stabilizer H s h g H ‹ hx s x contains no nontri¤ialx
k-closed normal subgroup of H.
Ž . Ž .Gi¤en a measure space Y, m a measurable map C : Y “ M k is said to be
Ž .strictly H-effecti¤e, if there is a null set Z ; Y such that the set C Y y Z is
strictly H-effecti¤e.
We can distinguish 3 steps in the proof.
Ž .Step 1 includes finding a representation s : F “ GL V and construct-
Ž .ing a faithful k-rational m-dimensional representation u of s F and a
Ž . mstrictly s F -effective measurable map f : G “ k , such that for every
l g L
f lgz s u s t l f g , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Ž .for almost all g g G, and each z g Z S -centralizer of the maximal splitG
torus S in G. In his proof G. Margulis used s s Ad}the adjoint repre-
sentation of the group F on its Lie algebra. However, since the adjoint
representation on the Lie algebra does not behave ‘‘well’’ in positive
characteristic, we used the adjoint representation of F on its algebra of
distributions described in Subsection 2.1. After that we use the multiplica-
w xtive ergodic theorem as in 6, Proof of Theorem VII.5.19 to obtain the
desired map f. This construction occupies Subsection 3.1.
Step 2 uses the map f : G “ k m to construct a continuous representa-
˜ m mŽ . Ž .tion T : G “ GL k extending T : L “ GL k , where T s u (s (t .
w xThis construction is carried out in 6, Propositions VII.4.7 and VII.4.8 and
we use these results without change.
˜Ž .In Step 3 the map t : G “ F k is obtained from the map T : G “˜
Ž m. Ž .GL k and is shown to almost extend t : L “ F k .
Step 2 and Step 3 in the case of F having trivial center are described in
Subsection 3.2. In this case Step 3 is easy, since we can take t s˜
y1 y1 ˜ Ž .s (u (T. However, if Z F / e, s is not injective and we can’t take
the inverse. We deal with this complication in Subsection 3.3 by factoring
the center, obtaining a homomorphism of G into the factor group, and
then lifting it to a suitable central extension.
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We apply our technique to sketch a proof of a similar result concerning
the cocycle superrigidity theorem in Section 4. We first prove the analogue
of Zimmer’s cocycle superrigidity theorem when the image group is k-ad-
joint k-simple, and k is a local field of positive characteristic. Then we
indicate how we can extend this result using techniques developed in
Section 3 to the case when the image group has a nontrivial unipotent
radical.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we collect some of the known results that we will be
using.
2.1. Distributions on a Group Scheme
 w x Ž . 4Let G be a group scheme over a field k. Set I s f g k G ‹ f 1 s 0 .1
w x w x Ž .Then k G s 1 k [ I , where 1 g k G , 1 g s 1, ;g g G. AkwG x 1 kwG x kwG x
w xdistribution on G of order F n is a linear map m : k G “ k with
Ž nq1.m I s 0. These distributions form a k-module that we denote by1
Ž .Dist G . We haven
U Unq1w x w xk G rI ( Dist G ; k G ,Ž .Ž .1 n
and for any n g N
Dist G ( k [ Distq G ,Ž . Ž .n n
where
Uq nq1Dist G s m g Dist G ‹ m 1 s 0 ( I rI .Ž . Ž . 4Ž . Ž .n n kwG x 1 1
qŽ . Ž 2 .UThe k-module Dist G ( I rI is called the tangent space to G at 1.1 1 1
Ž w xOne can endow it with the usual structure of a Lie algebra LieG see 5
. Ž . w xU Ž .for details . The union of all Dist G in k G is denoted by Dist G .n
Let f : G “ GX be a homomorphism of algebraic groups. It induces a
Ž . Ž X. Ž Ž .. Ž X.k-linear map df : Dist G “ Dist G , such that df Dist G ; Dist G .n n
qŽ .One can show that on LieG s Dist G we get the usual tangent map1
df : LieG “ LieGX, which is a homomorphism of Lie algebras. In particu-
lar, if H ; G is a subgroup, DistH ; DistG is a subalgebra.
w x wEXAMPLE. Consider the multiplicative group G . Then k G s k T ,m m
y1 xT , and the ideal I is generated by T y 1. The residue classes of1
Ž .2 Ž .n w x nq11, T y 1, T y 1 , . . . , T y 1 form a basis of k G rI . There is am 1
Ž . ŽŽ . i. ŽŽunique d g Dist G , such that d T y 1 s 0, for 0 F i - n, and d Tn m n n
.n. Ž .y 1 s 1. All such d , n g N generate Dist G .n m
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The Adjoint Representation. G acts by conjugation on itself and hence
w x Ž X. Ž X y1. non k G by g ? f g s f gg g . This action preserves I and hence I ,1 1
w x nq1n g N. Thus we get a G-structure on all k G rI and hence on1
Ž w x nq1.Uk G rI ( Dist G. In this way we get a representation of G on1 n
DistG called the adjoint representation.
The reader can find a more detailed description of distributions on a
w xgroup scheme in 5 .
2.2. Split Tori of Semisimple Groups o¤er Local Fields
Let S be a torus of positive dimension defined and split over a local
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Žfield k. Let X# S s Mor G , S and X S s Mor S, G wherem m
Ž X. .Mor G, G denotes the set of k-rational morphisms of algebraic groups
be the sets of 1-parameter subgroups and characters of S, respectively. Let
² : ² : Ž . mx , l be the pairing over Z given by x , l s m, if x ( l y s y for all
Ž . U Ž .y g G ; here l g X# S , x g X S and ( denotes the composition ofm
maps. Suppose B is a finite set of linearly independent characters of S.
Ž . ² :Then there exists a 1-parameter subgroup l g X# S , such that x , l -
Ž .0 for all x g B. Take s s l x , where x is the uniformizer of the field k.
< Ž . <Then x s - 1 for all x g B. The Zariski closure of the torus generated
by such an element s is a 1-dimensional torus.
In particular, take a group G as described in the Introduction, and S its
Ž .maximal split torus. For each a g A, set F s F S , G . Fix an orderinga a a
on the root system F and denote by D the set of simple roots. Leta a
B s D s D D be the set of simple roots of G. Then there exists ana g A a
< Ž . <s g S, such that x s - 1, for all x g D, and the Zariski closure of the
torus generated by s is a 1-dimensional split over k torus. Denote the set
of all such elements s g S by S .0
wLet G be as above, G be a lattice in G, and s g S . Then 6, Proposition0
xII.3.3 applied under the above conditions will state:
PROPOSITION 1. Let r be a unitary representation of G on a Hilbert space
Ž . Ž .W. If w g W and r s w s w, then r G w s w.
Since the ergodicity of an action of a subgroup of G on a G-space X
with finite invariant measure is equivalent to the non-existence of nontriv-
2Ž .ial invariant vectors in L X , we can take into account the ergodicity of
action of G on GrG and Proposition 1 and conclude that s acts ergodi-
cally on GrG.
w xIt is shown in 6, Lemma VII.5.18 that if G and s are chosen as above,
then for a local field k, an algebraic k-group H, and a continuous
Ž . Ž . Ž .homomorphism f : G “ H k such that f G / e the element f s is
essentially non-compact.
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We will use an element s g S described in this section together with its0
properties in the Subsection 3.1.
2.3. Cocycles on G-Spaces
Let G be a locally compact s-compact group and X be a right G-space
with s-finite measure m. We assume the map X = G “ X to be measur-
able and m to be quasi-invariant. Let H be a separable metrizable locally
compact group and Y a separable metric right H-space.
DEFINITION 3. A map s : X = G “ H is called a cocycle on the
G-space X if s is measurable and
s x , g g s s x , g s xg , gŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 1 2
for all x g X and g , g g G.1 2
Two cocycles s , t : X = G “ H are called equivalent if there is a
measurable function f : X “ H such that for each g g G
y1
t x , g s f x s x , g f xgŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for almost all x g X.
If p : G “ H is a continuous homomorphism, then s : X = G “ Hp
Ž . Ž .given by s x, g s p g is a cocycle. The cocycles of the form s arep p
exactly those that are independent of X.
A cocycle s : X = G “ H is called relatively compact if s is equivalent
to a cocycle taking values in a compact subgroup of H. Let k be a local
Ž .field and H an algebraic k-group. We say that a cocycle s : X = G “ H k
is Zariski dense in H if for every proper k-subgroup L ; H the cocycle s
Ž .is not equivalent to a cocycle with values in L k .
Let B be a Borel automorphism of the space X preserving the measure
Ž .m. Let u : Z = X “ GL k be a cocycle with respect to the dynamicaln
 m4 Ž . Ž .system B taking values in the group GL k , i.e., u m, x is a functionn
Ž . Ž . Žof m, x , which is Borel in x for each m and u m q r, x s u m,
rŽ .. Ž .B x u r, x for all m, r g Z, x g X. It is said to be integrable if
qmax ln u m , x dm x - ‘.Ž . Ž .H
ms"1X
Ž .A cocycle s : X = G “ H k is called integrable if for some element
Ž .s g S as described in Subsection 2.2, the cocycle u : Z = X “ H k given0
Ž . Ž m.by u m, x s s x, s is integrable.
Ž .Let W be an n-dimensional vector space over k and Gr W denote thel i
Grassman variety of l -dimensional subspaces in W. We will make ani
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extensive use of the multiplicative ergodic theorem:
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the cocycle u is integrable and the automor-
phism L is ergodic with respect to measure m.
Ž . q q1 There exist numbers r g N , l g N , x g R, and measurablei i
Ž .maps c : X “ Gr W , 1 F r F n, 1 F i F r, with the following properties:i l i
Ž .a For almost all x g X, the space W is the direct sum of the
Ž .subspaces c x , 1 F i F r ;i
Ž .b For almost all x g X and for each i, 1 F i F r, the sequence
Ž . 5 Ž . 5 5 54 Ž .q1rm ln u m, x w r w con¤erges to x , uniformly in w g c x ymg N i i
 40 as m “ q‘;
Ž . r Ž Ž .. < Ž . < Ž .c Ý l x s 1rm X H ln det u 1rx dm x ;is1 i i X
Ž .d x - x , if 1 F i - j F r.i j
Ž .  42 For almost all x g X and for each w g W y 0 the following limits
q Ž . 5 Ž . 5 y Ž .exist : x w , x s lim ln u m , x w rm and x w , x sm “ ‘
5 Ž . 5lim ln u m, x w rm. Furthermore, for almost all x g X and for eachm“y‘
a g R
 4  4 q0 j w g W y 0 ‹ x w , x F a s c x 4Ž . Ž .[ i
x Fai
and
 4  4 y0 j w g W y 0 ‹ x w , x G a s c x . 4Ž . Ž .[ i
x Gai
We say that the numbers x are the characteristic exponents of thei
cocycle u and the number l is the multiplicity of the characteristici
exponent x . The maps c are called the characteristic maps defined byi i
the cocycle u and the characteristic exponents x .i
3. SUPERRIGIDITY THEOREM
Let F be an algebraic group defined over a local field k of characteristic
Ž .p. Denote by H the image of the canonical projection p : F “ FrR F .u
Ž .We will assume that H is semisimple. Let t : L “ F k be a homomor-
Ž .phism. Assume that the restriction of p (t : L “ H k to G almost ex-
Ž .tends to a continuous homomorphism r : G “ H k in the sense of
Ž .Definition 1. Let Ad : F “ GL Dist F denote the adjoint representation
of F on its algebra of distributions as described in Subsection 2.1.
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3.1. Construction of an Equi¤alent Map f : G “ k m
Ž . Ž Ž .Denote by R the center of R F in the case of R F commutativeu u
Ž ..R s R F . F acts on Dist F by the adjoint representation. For any normalu
subgroup N of F, such that N ; R we can define representations Ad of HN
as
Ad p f n s Ad f n , f g F, n g Dist N. 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N
Ž . Ž . Ž .In this section we will assume 1 the center Z F of F is trivial; 2 any
Ž . Ž .normal subgroup of F intersects R F nontrivially; and 3 for any normalu
Ž Ž ..subgroup N of F such that N ; R, Ad r G / e.N
Ž .Consider an arbitrary representation s : F “ GL V , and the resulting
Ž .homomorphism s (t : L “ GL V . Let s g G be such that s acts ergodi-
cally on GrG. Suppose s (t is G-integrable. Then applying the multiplica-
tive ergodic theorem we can obtain the characteristic maps v : G “i
Ž . wGr V , 1 F i F r, with characteristic exponents x as described in 6, Sect.l ii
xV.3 . We have the following definition:
Ž .DEFINITION 4. The pair s, s (t is called effective if the representa-
Ž .tion s (t : L “ GL V is G-integrable and there exists i, 1 F i F r, such
Ž .that the characteristic map v : G “ Gr V is strictly s (t L -effectiveŽ .i l i
Ž .here bar denotes the Zariski closure , i.e., the following two equivalent
conditions are satisfied:
Ž .1 There exists i, 1 F i F r, such that s (t L acts effectively onŽ .
Ž .the orbit s (t L v g for almost all g g G.Ž . i
Ž .2 There exists i, 1 F i F r, such that for almost all g g G the
Ž .maximal k-closed normal subgroup of the group s (t L which is con-
 Ž . Ž .4  4tained in h g s (t L ‹ hv g s v g is e .Ž . i i
By studying the association between the effective pairs and correspond-
ing characteristic maps, and properties of these maps G. Margulis derived
the following proposition:
w x Ž .PROPOSITION 2 6, Proposition V.4.3 . Suppose the pair s, T is effecti¤e.
Then there exists m g Nq, a faithful rational m-dimensional representation u
of the group T L , which is defined o¤er k, and two measurable mapsŽ .
m X Ž . mf : G “ k and f : GrZ s “ k such that:G
XŽ .1 The maps f and f are strictly T L -effecti¤e with respect to theŽ .
action of the group T L gi¤en by u ;Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .2 For each l g L, f lgz s u T l f g for almost all g g G and
Ž .for all z g Z s ;G
Ž . X XŽ . Ž Ž .. XŽ .3 The map f is L-equi¤ariant, i.e., f l x s u T l f x , ;l g L
Ž .and almost all x g GrZ s .G
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This proposition implies that to obtain the desired s (t L -equivariantŽ .
measurable map f : G “ k m, we need to find the representation s : F “
Ž . Ž .GL V and an element s g G such that the pair s, s (t is effective.
Ž .Take s g S . According to the definition, the pair s, s (t is effective0
means that there exists i, 1 F i F r, such that for any normal subgroup N
of F
s N v g o v g , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
for almost every g g G. Since we are assuming in this section that every
Ž .normal subgroup of F intersects the unipotent radical R F nontrivially, itu
Ž .is enough for us to consider normal subgroups N, such that N ; R F . Itu
is known that each normal subgroup of F contained in the unipotent
Ž wradical intersects the center of the radical nontrivially see 8, Theorem
x.5.2.1 . Hence, it is enough for us to consider normal subgroups N of F
contained in R. Furthermore, it is enough to consider such subgroups that
are minimal with respect to inclusion. Up to isomorphism there is a finite
number of them. Our plan is for each N , j s 1, . . . , k as above toj
Ž .construct a vector space V and a representation s : F “ GL V such thatj j j
Ž . Ž . Ž .s N v g o v g for some i and almost all g g G. Then we will takej j i i
Ž .V s Ý V , s s Ł s to obtain the representation s : F “ GL V suchj j j j
Ž .that the pair s, s (t is effective.
Ž Ž ..So take N a minimal normal subgroup of F contained in R s Z R F .u
Ž .We will construct a vector space V and a representation s : F “ GL V
Ž . Ž . Ž .such that there exists an i, such that s N v g o v g for almost everyi i
X Ž .g g G. Let T denote a maximal torus in F and T s p T its projection to
X X Ž .the group H. Let T be a 1-dimensional subtorus of T generated by r ss
y1Ž X.and T ; p T a 1-dimensional subtorus of T. In the example ofs s
Subsection 2.1 we established that the algebra of distributions of T iss
w y1 xgenerated by the elements d , m s 0, 1, 2, . . . , such that if k X, X sm
w x Ž . l Ž .k T , then d X y 1 s d Kronecker delta . Consider the action of Ts m ml s
on Lie N. By our choice of the element s it is nontrivial. Let r be equal to
Ž .the maximal power of p characteristic of k dividing all the weights of Ts
² :on Lie N. Consider the subspace V s Ad F ? d of Dist F; it is Ad F-in-r
variant. Denote by s the representation of F on V obtained from the
adjoint action of F on Dist F. We would like to describe the action of the
group N on V. For this we will need the following two lemmas.
Ž .LEMMA 1. For any element n g N, Ad n d y d g Lie N.r r
Proof. To prove the lemma we need to recall the structure of unipotent
commutative groups defined over a field of characteristic p as described in
w xdetail in 10 . Let U be a commutative unipotent group. Every element
u g U is of order pi, for some i. This order is bounded, since the group
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can be represented as a subgroup of unipotent n = n matrices for some n.
Hence u p
n s 1 for all u g U. We have a decreasing chain of subgroups
U > U p > U p2 ??? > U p n s e,
where each U p
i
is closed normal and defined over k, and U p
irU p iq1 is of
exponent p, i.e., every element of the group is of order p. Let us apply this
description to our group N. The normality of N in F will imply the
normality of each N p
i
in F. Then the minimality of N by inclusion will
imply that N has to be of exponent p. N has a composition series
N > N > ??? > N s e,1 k
where N are closed connected T-invariant normal subgroups in N, suchi
that N rN ( G . The weights of T on N rN are the weights of T oni iq1 a s i iq1 s
the Lie algebra of N. The commutative group N of exponent p is
k Ž w x .isomorphic to Ý N rN via the exponential map see 10 for details .is0 i iq1
So to prove the lemma, it is enough to show it for the subgroups
Nˆ ( N rN .i i iq1
ˆ Ž .Hence we can consider the subgroup T h N semidirect product of F.s i
ˆWrite T h N ass i
bt u Ut g k , u g k , b , c g Z .c½ 5ž /0 t
ˆ y1w xThe ring of functions of T h N is k X, X , Y . Denote x s x y 1. Thens i
w y1 x Ž .any f g k X, X , Y can be written as a sum possibly infinite in x of
monomials of the form c x l Y m, where l, m g N, c g k. To describel, m l, m
ˆ ˆw xAd nd y d , where n g N let us consider its action on an f g k T h N ,r r i s i
Ad nd y d f s d Ad n f y f . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .r r r
ˆŽ . w xWe will find Ad n f y f for various f g k T h N , i.e., we will evaluates i
Ad n f y f a s f nany1 y f a , 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
ˆfor any a g T h N . By direct computation we can see thats i
x nany1 s x a , 6Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
c by1Y nan s Y a q Y n 1 q x a y 1 q x aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
c bycs Y a q Y n 1 q x a 1 y 1 q x a . 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
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ˆ rq1 l mw xSince any f g k T h N rI can be written as f s Ý c x Y , wheres i 1 l, m lm
c g k and all but a finite number of l and m are zero and d is a linearl, m r
Ž . l mfunctional, we need only to consider the value of Ad n f y f , on f s x Y .
Ž .Since d g Dist T , we are only interested in restriction of Ad n f y f tor s
T . For a g Ts s
l m l mAd n x Y y x Y aŽ . Ž .
mmm c bycls x a Y n 1 q x a 1 y 1 q x a , 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .
for m / 0, otherwise
Ad n x l y x l s 0. 9Ž . Ž .
Because r is the maximal power of p dividing all the weights of T ons
Lie N
l m l md Ad n x Y y x Y s b y c rr ? Y n , 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .r
if l s 0, m s 1, otherwise it is 0.
wŽ . xSo we see that Ad nd y d s b y c rr n , where n is the vector ofr r n n
Lie N such that n s exp n . This implies Ad nd y d g Lie N, and then r r
lemma is proved.
Consider the projection p : F “ H. It induces the map dp : Dist F “
² : X ² X:Dist H. In particular dp : V s Ad F ? d “ V s Ad H ? d . Considerr r
the group FX s H h R with the same action of H by automorphisms on R
X Žas in F. We know that Dist F ( Dist H m Dist R as k-modules vector
. X X Ž X. X Xspaces . We can embed Dist H and V into Dist F by i ¤ s ¤ m 1. F
acts on Dist FX by the adjoint representation and so does N. Denote this
action AdX. Recall that s was defined to be the restriction of the adjoint
action of F on Dist F to V.
X Ž . Ž . XŽ . XLEMMA 2. Let ¤ g V and put ¤ s dp ¤ . Then s n ¤ y ¤ , Ad n ¤ y
¤ X g Lie N ; Dist F, Dist FX, and
s n ¤ y ¤ s AdX n ¤ X y ¤ XŽ . Ž .
in Lie N.
Proof. By Lemma 1 and an analogous computation for the group FX we
Ž . XŽ . X Xhave s n d y d g Lie N, Ad n d y d g Lie N, andr r r r
s n d y d s AdX n d X y d X . 11Ž . Ž . Ž .r r r r
Consider an element Ad fd g V, for some f g F. Thenr
s n Ad fd y Ad fd s Ad f s n f d y d , 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .r r r r
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f y 1 Ž f .where n s f nf . Since s n d y d g Lie N by Lemma 1,r r
Ž .Ž Ž f . .Ad f s n d y d g Lie N andr r
Ad f s n f d y d s Ad h s n f d y d , 13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .r r N r r
Ž .where h s p f , and Ad is described at the beginning of this section.N
Ž .Using the equality 11 , we get
Ad h s n f d y d s Ad h AdX n f d X y d X . 14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .N r r N r r
XŽ f . X XSince Ad n d y d g Lie N, and the action of H on R is the same in Fr r
and FX, we can write
Ad h AdX n f d X y d X s AdX h AdX n f d X y d X . 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .N r r N r r
By noticing that
AdX h AdX n f d X y d X s AdX n AdX hd X y AdX hd X , 16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .N r r r r
we get
s n Ad fd y Ad fd s AdX n AdX hd X y AdX hd X , 17Ž . Ž . Ž .r r r r
Ž .where h s p f . Since the elements of the form Ad fd , where f g F,r
generate V, we get
s n ¤ y ¤ s AdX n ¤ X y ¤ X , 18Ž . Ž . Ž .
X Ž .for any ¤ g V, and ¤ s dp ¤ . Hence the lemma is proved.
PROPOSITION 3. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of F contained in
Ž Ž .. Ž .Z R F s R; V and s : F “ GL V the corresponding ¤ector space andu
Ž .representation of F constructed abo¤e. Let v : G “ Gr V , i s 1, 2, . . . , ri l i
be the characteristic maps corresponding to the representation s (t : L “
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .GL V . Then there exists an i such that s N v g o v g v g arei i i
.considered as subspaces of W for almost e¤ery g g G.
Ž .Proof. For any linear transformation B, define V B the set of all
Ž .eigenvalues of B. Denote by W B the weight subspace corresponding tol
Ž . Ž . w Ž .xl g V B , and by W B the subspace [ W B defined over k. Ind lln < l <sd
particular
W B s W B . 19Ž . Ž . Ž .[0 l
< <l s1
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Denote
W H s W Ad r s ; Dist H,Ž .Ž .d d
W N s W Ad r s ; Dist N,Ž .Ž .d d N
where s g S was chosen at the beginning of this section. Since p (t : L0
Ž . Ž . Ž .“ H k almost extends to r : G “ H k , then Ad(p (t : L “ GL Dist H
Ž .almost extends to Ad( r : G “ GL Dist H . Thus zero is a characteristic
Ž . w xexponent of s, Ad(p (t by 6, Proposition V.3.6 , and for almost all
g g G
vX g s Ad r g W H , 20Ž . Ž . Ž .0
X Ž X. Ž .where v : G “ Gr V is the characteristic map defined by s, Ad(p (t
w x XŽ .and the characteristic exponent zero. Also by 6, Proposition V.3.4 , v g
Ž Ž .. Ž .s dp v g , for almost all g g G, where v : G “ Gr V is the character-
Ž .istic map defined by s, s (t and the characteristic exponent zero. Using
w Ž .x6, Propositions V.3.6 and V.3.4 iii we obtain
v g l Dist N s Ad r g W N , 21Ž . Ž . Ž .N 0
for almost every g g G.
X X H Ž . Ž .Since d g Dist T ; W , we can pick m g v g such that dp m sr 0
Ž . XAd r g d . Then by applying Lemma 2 we getr
s N m y m s AdX N Ad r g d X y AdX r g d XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .r r
s Ad r g AdX N d X y d X . 22Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .r r
Ž .By assumption 3 at the beginning of Subsection 3.1 we have that
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Ad r G / e and, hence, Ad r S / e. Thus there exists n g N,N N
y1 Ž . < Ž . < Ž .such that sns s l s n and l s / 1. Then by Lemma 1, s n d y d sr r
Ž . mmrrn , where l s s s , r is the maximal power of p that divides m andn
Ž . Nexp n s n, but n f W . Hencen n 0
Ad r g AdX N d X y d X o Ad r g W N s v g l Dist N. 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .r r 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence s N m y m f v g l Dist N, and since s N m y m g Dist N by
Lemma 1, we get
s N m y m o v g , 24Ž . Ž . Ž .
and therefore
s N v g o v g , 25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for almost all g g G; and the proposition is proved.
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Ž .Now we can construct a representation s : F “ GL V such that the
Ž .pair s, s (t is effective. We have the following theorem:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3. Let t : L “ F k be a homomorphism with t L Zariski
Ž .dense in F. Suppose the representation Ad(t : L “ GL Dist F is G-integra-
Ž .ble and the restriction of the homomorphism p (t : L “ H k to G almost
Ž .extends in the sense of Definition 1 to a continuous homomorphism r : G
Ž .“ H k . Assume that F satisfies all the assumptions made in this section,
Ž . Ž . Ž .i.e., 1 Z F s e, 2 e¤ery normal subgroup of F intersects the unipotent
Ž .radical nontri¤ially, 3 for any normal subgroup N of F, such that N ; R,
Ž Ž ..Ad r G / e. Let s g S be as in Subsection 2.2. Then there exists an 0
Ž . Ž .representation s : F “ GL V such that the pair s, s (t is effecti¤e.
Proof. It follows from the explanation at the beginning of the section
Ž .that it is enough to construct a representation s : F “ GL V such that
Ž . Ž . Ž .for some j s N v g o v g , g g G, where N , N , . . . , N are normali j j 1 2 k
subgroups of F minimal with respect to inclusion. Select r to be equal toi
the maximal power of p dividing all the weights of T on Lie N , i ss i
² :1, 2, . . . , k. Let V s Ad F ? d ; Dist F, and V s Ý V . Let s : F “i r i ii
Ž .GL V be a representation of F obtained from the adjoint action of F on
Ž .Dist F. Each V is s F -invariant and the projection s of s onto V wasi i i
Ž .described in Proposition 3. Since p (t : L “ H k almost extends to
Ž . Ž X . X Ž .r : G “ H k , Ad(p (t : L “ GL V , where V s dp V , almost ex-
Ž X .tends to Ad( r : G “ GL V . Hence zero is a characteristic exponent of
Ž . Xs, Ad(p (t . Denote the corresponding characteristic map v : G “
Ž X.Gr V . As in the argument of Proposition 3 we can apply Proposition
w x XŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž .V.3.4 of 6 to get v g s dp v g , where v : G “ Gr V is the charac-
Ž .teristic map defined by the pair s, s (t and the characteristic exponent
Ž . XŽ . Xzero. The projection of v g onto V and v g onto V gives thei i
Ž .Ž Ž . . Ž .characteristic maps of Proposition 3. Hence s N v g l V o v g li i
Ž .V , for almost every g g G. Since each V is s F -invariant, we havei i
s N v g o v g ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i
Ž .for almost every g g G, and the pair s, s (t is effective.
Also notice that since each N acts on V nontrivially, s is a faithfuli
representation of F.
Ž .3.2. Proof of the Superrigidity Theorem in the Case of F Such That Z F s e
Recall that F is a connected algebraic group defined over a local field k
Ž . Ž .of characteristic p, R F is its unipotent radical, and p : F “ FrR F isu u
Ž .the canonical projection. We are assuming H s FrR F is semisimple. Inu
Ž .this section we will also assume Z F s e. We will use the notation given
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in the Introduction and at the beginning of Section 3. The goal of this
Ž .section is for a given homomorphism t : L “ F k to find a continuous
Ž .homomorphism T : G “ F k such that the restriction of t to G almost
extends to T.
LEMMA 3. Let N be a maximal normal subgroup of F such that N l
Ž . X XR F s e. Then F s N [ F , where N is semisimple and F does not containu
normal subgroups whose intersection with the unipotent radical is tri¤ial.
Ž .Proof. Let N be a normal subgroup of F such that N l R F s e. Takeu
Ž .N to be a maximal such with respect to inclusion. N l R F s e andu
Ž .normality of N in F imply that N commutes with R F in F. Identify Nu
Ž . X Xwith p N ; H, then H s N q H almost direct product and N l H ;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Z H l N. Since N commutes with R F , and Z F s e, Z H l N s e,u
X y1Ž . y1Ž .and hence H is a direct product of N and H . Then F s p H s p N
y1Ž X. Y Xq p H s N [ F is a direct product. By maximality of N, F does not
contain normal subgroups whose intersection with the unipotent radical is
trivial.
Ž . XIn light of this lemma we can write t : L “ F k as t s t t , whereN F
Ž . XŽ .Xt : L “ N k is the projection of t on N and t : L “ F k is theN F
X Ž . XŽ .Xprojection of t to F . If we can find T : G “ N k and T : G “ F kN F
almost extending the restrictions to G of t and t X , respectively, thenN F
Ž .XT s T ? T : G “ F k will be the desired homomorphism.N F
Ž . Ž .Extension of t : L “ N k to T : G “ N k . We are given r : G “N N
Ž . Ž .H k almost extending the restriction of p (t : L “ H k to G. Identifying
Ž . Ž .N with p N ; H, denote by r : G “ N k the projection of r to N. TakeN
T s r , then the restriction of t to G almost extends to T . Actually weN N N N
can say even more about T and t . Denote by NX the Zariski closure ofN N
Ž . Ž . Ž . X Yr G in N. Then, since Z F s e implies Z N s e, we have N s N [ NN
Ž . Ž . Ž .y1is a direct product. Define a map n : L “ N by n l s t l T l . It isN N
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ygiven that n G commutes with r G s T G . Hence n G ; N [N N
Ž X. Y Ž . Ž X. Ž . YZ N s N , since Z N s e implies Z N s e. We claim that n L ; N
as well.
Proof of the Claim. For l g L denote G s G l lGly1. Then G is ofl l
finite index in G. Let g g G . Then g s lg Xly1, where g X g G y1 . Denotel l l l
by t X , T X , n X the projections of t , T , n to NX. ThenN N N N N N
t X g s T X g .Ž . Ž .N l N l
Since
y1 y1X X
X X X X X X Xt g s t l t g t l s t l T g t l ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N l N N N N N N
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and
y1X
X X X XT g s T l T g T l ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N l N N N
we get
y1X X
X X X Xn l T g n l s T g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N N N N
Ž . Ž .X X y1Hence n L commutes with T G . Since G is a lattice in G andN N l
Ž . X Ž . X XX XT G is Zariski dense in N , T G is Zariski dense in N . Since N isN N
Ž . X Ž X. Ž .X Xy1connected, T G is Zariski dense in N . Since Z N s e, n L s e.N l N
Ž . YHence n L ; N .
Therefore, we have homomorphisms T : G “ N and n : L “ N, suchN
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that t l s n l T l for all l g L and n G is compact.N N
XŽ . XŽ . Ž X.X X XExtension of t : L “ F k to T : G “ F k . Let H s p F ; HF F F
X Ž . X YX X Xand H be the Zariski closure in H of r F l H . Then H s H q HF F F
Ž . Ž .is an almost direct product. Denote R s R F , if R F is commutativeu u
Ž Ž ..and R s Z R F otherwise. Then for any normal subgroup L of Fu
contained in R we can define the representation Ad of H X as inL F
Subsection 3.1. We first construct T X in the case when there does not existF
Ž X.L, such that Ad H s e. In this case, we can use the results fromL
Subsection 3.1 to prove the superrigidity theorem.
THEOREM 4. Let F be an algebraic group defined o¤er a local field k of
Ž .positi¤e characteristic, such that Z F s e; and there are no normal sub-
groups of F whose intersection with the unipotent radical is tri¤ial. Assume
Ž . Ž .H s FrR F is semisimple. Let t : L “ F k be a homomorphism withu
Ž .t L Zariski dense in F. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied:
Ž .1 ;a g A, the group G is simply connected;a
Ž .2 Either rank G G 2 and G is irreducible or the subgroup L is dense
in G;
Ž . Ž .3 The restriction of the homomorphism p (t : L “ H k almost
Ž . Ž Ž ..extends to a continuous homomorphism r : G “ H k such that Ad r GL
Ž Ž ../ e for any normal subgroup L of F contained in R s Z R F ;u
Ž . Ž .4 The representation Ad(t : L “ GL Dist F is G-integrable.
Ž .Then there exists a continuous homomorphism T : G “ F k , such that
Ž . Ž .t l s T l for all l g L.
Proof. Pick s g S as described in Subsection 2.2. Consider the repre-0
Ž . Ž .sentation s : F “ GL V described in Subsection 3.1. Then s, s (t is an
effective pair by Theorem 3. By applying Proposition 2 we can obtain
m g Nq, a faithful rational m-dimensional representation j of the group
Ž . Ž .s F , which is defined over k and measurable strictly s F -effective map
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f : G “ k m such that for each l g L
f lgz s j s t l f g , 26Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .for almost all g g G, and each z g Z S ; Z s . At this point we canG G
proceed exactly as in G. Margulis’ proof of the superrigidity theorems with
the image group F k-simple, since the simplicity of the image group was
used only to construct the equivariant map f : G “ k m as above. For the
w xcase of L dense in G see 6, Theorem VII.5.4 , and for the case of
w xrank G G 2 and G irreducible see 6, Theorem VII.5.6 . The reduction
given in Theorem VII.5.6 to the case of the groups G almost k -simplea a
should be replaced by the argument that since G is simply connected, ita
can be decomposed into a direct product of almost k -simple groups. Thea
argument of the theorems mentioned above will allow us to construct a
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..continuous representation T : G “ GL V with T G ; s F k extend-
Ž .ing s (t : L “ GL V . Since s is a faithful representation, we can
consider the map t s sy1 (T. An argument as at the end of the proof of˜
w x Ž .Theorem VII.5.6 in 6 shows that t : G “ F k and is a continuous˜
Ž .homomorphism extending t : L “ F k .
XŽ . Ž . Ž .X X XBy this theorem there exists T : G “ F k such that T l s t l ,F F F
for all l g L.
Ž X.Now suppose that there exists L ; R such that Ad H s e. Take aL
maximal such subgroup and consider the canonical projection p : FX “L
FXrL. Denote by FY the group FXrL. By Theorem 4 above there exists
YŽ . Ž . Ž .XT : G “ F k , such that T l s p (t l , for all l g L. Define aL L L F
continuous homomorphism r : G “ H X by r s p (T , where p : FY “ˆ ˆF L L L
Ž . Ž X.XH. Notice that r G is Zariski dense in H . Since Z F s e, we can useˆ F
Theorem 4 again with r instead of r to construct T X : G “ FX such thatˆ F
Ž . Ž .X XT l s t l for all l g L.F F
Define T : G “ F by T s T ? T X . Then T is a continuous homomor-N F
Ž . Ž . Ž .phism, t l s n l T l , for all l g L, where n : L “ F is a homomor-
Ž . Ž .phism with n G relatively compact in F k .
3.3. The Proof of the Superrigidity Theorem in the General Case
To prove the theorem in the general case we need the definition and
some properties of universal central extensions.
Ž X.DEFINITION 5. A central extension of a group G is a couple p , G ,
where GX is a group, p is a homomorphism of GX onto G, and ker p ;
Ž X.Z G .
Ž .DEFINITION 6. A central extension p , E of a group G is universal if
Ž X X .for any central extension p , E of G, there exists a unique homomor-
phism f : E “ EX, such that f (p X s p .
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The universal central extension E of G has the following properties:
Ž w x. Ž .LEMMA 4 see 9, Chap. 7 . p , E is a uni¤ersal central extension of G if
and only if e¤ery diagram of the form
X6E E
6
X 27p p Ž .
6
X6G Gr
Ž X X . Xcan be uniquely completed, where p , E is a central extension of G and r
is a homomorphism.
The following result is well known.
Ž .LEMMA 5. Let p , E be the uni¤ersal central extension of G , i s 1, 2.i i i
Ž .Then p = p , E = E is the uni¤ersal central extension of G = G .1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .Let us consider F s F k as a central extension of FrZ F , i.e.,
d
1 “ Z F “ F “ FrZ F “ 1, 28Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where d : FrZ F is the canonical projection. By the results of the
Ž . X X Yprevious section we can write FrZ F s N [ F , where N s N [ N is
semisimple, and assume that there exist continuous homomorphisms T X :F
X X Y Ž .XG “ F , T : G “ N and a homomorphism n : L “ N such that d (t lN
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X Xs n l T l T l , for any l g L, and n G is compact.F N
First, we would like to construct a continuous homomorphism t : G “˜
Ž .F k . Since we assume all the groups G to be simply connected anda
without k -anisotropic factors, by the result of G. Prasad and M. S.a
w x Ž .Raghunathan 7 the group G k has a universal central extension.a a
Ž .Hence by Lemma 5 we can deduce that our group G s Ł G k hasa g A a a
˜Ž .a universal central extension G, p . Then Lemma 4 will imply theG
˜ ˜ Ž . Ž .existence of homomorphisms T : G “ F and f : p G “ Z F such that0 1
the diagram
d6 6 6 6Ž . Ž .Z F1 F FrZ F 16
f ˜0 T T 29Ž .
6 6
i p6 6 6 6˜Ž .1 p G G G 11
Ž Ž ..commutes. We claim f p G s e.0 1
Ž Ž ..LEMMA 6. f p G s e.0 1
w x Ž .Proof. By the results of G. Prasad and M. S. Raghunathan 7 , p G1 a
Ž .is isomorphic to the group m k of roots of unity in k or its subgroup ofa a
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index at most 2 for a nonarchimedean k . So for a k of characteristic p,a a
ww xx n Ž . U < U < ni.e., k s F t , where q s p , m k s F . Since F s p y 1 is nota q a q q
Ž .divisible by p, m k does not contain any elements of order p. Sincea
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .R F is a p-group, f p G l R F s e. Therefore to show the lemma,u 0 1 u
Ž Ž ..it is enough to show that f p G s e in the diagram0 1
p6 6 6 6
M1 H HrM 16
f ˜0 T T 30Ž .
6 6
pG6 6 6 6˜Ž .1 p G G G 11
˜Here by abuse of notation we denote by f , T , T the projections of the0
Ž . Ž .corresponding maps from F to H. By M we denote Z F rR l Z F . Ifu
Ž Ž ..M s e, then we obtain f p G s e and the lemma is proved. So assume0 1
M / e and denote by p the canonical projection p : H “ HrM. The
w xprojection p is a central isogeny, so by 6, Lemma VII.5.12 there exists a
Ž .unique continuous homomorphism Q : G “ H k such that p(Q s T.
˜ ˜ ˜Ž .Since p(Q(p s T (p , by uniqueness of T : G “ H k such that p(TG G
˜ ˜Ž Ž Ž ...s T (p , we get T s Q(p . This implies that T i p G s e, andG G 1
Ž Ž ..hence f p g s e.0 1
The result of this lemma allows us to construct a continuous homomor-
Ž .phism t : G “ F k , such that d (t s T. Now we would like to compare˜ ˜
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y1t l with t l . Let n : L “ F k be defined by n l s t l t l . Then˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
Ž .Ž .d (n s n : L “ FrZ F k . Recall again that by the results of the previ-˜
Ž . Xous section we can write FrZ F s N [ F , where N is semisimple and
X X Y ˜ y1 YŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .assume T G ; F k [ N k and n L ; N k . Denote by N s d N
Y ˜ YŽ . Ž . Ž .a central extension of N k contained in F k . Then n L ; N. Since N˜
Ž .is semisimple, it has a universal central extension E, p , where E is aE
simply connected semisimple group, and p has a finite kernel. ThenE
˜ ˜ Ž .there exists a unique homorphism F : E “ N, and we can write N s F E
˜Ž Ž .. Ž .[ Z, where Z ; Z F k is an almost direct complement of F E in N.
˜Since N is a normal subgroup in F, and Z is normal in F, we have that
Ž .F E is a normal subgroup in F. Then the commutator
N˜ , t G ; F E , t G ; F E l Z F ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .˜ ˜Ž .
˜Ž . Ž Ž ..which is finite. Since t G is connected, N, t G is connected. Hence˜ ˜
˜Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .N,t G s e. Thus we obtain that n L commutes with t G . Therefore,˜ ˜ ˜
Ž . Ž .n : L “ F k is a homomorphism of L. What can we say about n G ?˜ ˜
˜Ž . Ž .Since n L ; N s F E [ Z, we can write n s n n , where n is a˜ ˜ E Z Z
Ž . Ž .projection of n to Z, and n is a projection of n to F E . Since n G is˜ ˜E
Ž .compact, and the kernel of p is finite, it follows that n G is compact.E E
Ž .Since Z is commutative, n G is finite for all G irreducible, and reducible,Z
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but such that each irreducible component is contained in a subgroup of G
w xof rank strictly greater than 1 by 6, Theorem IV.4.10 . Hence we proved
the following theorem:
THEOREM 5. Let F be an algebraic group defined o¤er a local field k of
Ž .positi¤e characteristic, such that the group H s FrR F is semisimple. Letu
Ž . Ž .t : L “ F k be a homomorphism with t L Zariski dense in F. Suppose the
following conditions are satisfied:
Ž .1 ;a g A, the group G is simply connected;a
Ž .2 Either rank G G 2 and G is irreducible or the subgroup L is dense
in G and each irreducible component of G is contained in a subgroup of G of
rank G 2;
Ž . Ž .3 The restriction of the homomorphism p (t : L “ H k to G almost
Ž . Ž .extends to a continuous homomorphism r : G “ H k , such that r G / e;
Ž . Ž .4 The representation Ad(t : L “ GL Dist F is G-integrable.
Ž .Then there exist a continuous homomorphism t : G “ F k and a homomor-˜
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .phism n : L “ F k with n G compact, such that t G and n L commute˜
Ž . Ž . Ž .and t l s n l t l for all l g L.˜
4. COCYCLE SUPERRIGIDITY
This section is dedicated to the proof of the cocycle superrigidity
theorem and its generalization. In Subsection 4.1 we prove the cocycle
superrigidity theorem for k-simple algebraic groups defined over a local
field k of arbitrary characteristic. We follow the general outline of the
proof of the cocycle superrigidity theorem for semisimple Lie groups
Ž w x.defined over R developed by R. Zimmer see 12 . We use the tools
w xdeveloped by T. N. Venkataramana 11 and deal with complications in the
above proof arising in positive characteristic. In Subsection 4.2 we consider
a generalization of the cocycle superrigidity theorem to the case of an
arbitrary target group F similar to our generalization of the superrigidity
theorem. Therefore, we combine the proof of Subsection 4.1 with the
methods of showing the F-effectiveness of a certain G-equivariant measur-
able map developed in Subsection 3.1.
4.1. Cocycle Superrigidity Theorem
Let G be as in the Introduction. Although it is not necessary for the
present theorem, we will assume that all G are simply connected, becausea
we need this assumption in Subsection 4.2 where the present result is used.
In this section the assumption will just simplify some notation. The first
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theorem we will prove in this section is:
Ž .THEOREM 6 Cocycle Superrigidity . Let G be as abo¤e, k be a local field
of positi¤e characteristic, H a connected adjoint k-simple k-group, X an
irreducible G-space with finite in¤ariant measure on which G acts ergodically,
Ž .and u : X = G “ H k a cocycle. Suppose rank G G 2, and the cocycle u is
Zariski dense in H, and not relati¤ely compact. Then there is a continuous
Ž .homomorphism p : G “ H k , such that u ; s .p
Proof. As in the proof of R. Zimmer our proof can be divided into 3
steps.
Step 1. There is an algebraic variety W over k, on which H acts
rationally, and a measurable map f : X = GrP “ W, where P is a mini-
mal parabolic subgroup in G, such that for each g g G and almost all
Ž .x, y g X = GrP we have
f xg , yg s f x , y u x , g . 31Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Step 2. For any such function f, for almost all x g X the map
Ž . Ž .f : GrP “ W given by f y s f x, y is essentially rational in a certainx x
Ž .sense to be defined .
Step 3. By changing u to an equivalent cocycle we can obtain the
Ž .equality 31 with f independent of x on a conull subset of X, which willx
imply the result.
Proof of Step 1. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over k
irreducible under a representation of H. Then we can define an action of
ny1Ž . Ž .H on P k }the projective n y 1 -dimensional space. This in turn
Ž ny1Ž ..gives a continuous action of H on P P k }the space of probability
ny1Ž . Ž .measures on P k . We are given a cocycle u : X = G “ H k . Take a
˜minimal parabolic subgroup P of G and define a cocycle u : X = GrP =
˜ ny1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž Ž ...G “ H k by u x, y, g s u x, g . Denote by F X = GrP, P P k
Ž ny1Ž ..the space of measurable functions from X = GrP to P P k on
which G acts in a canonical way. Since P is a minimal parabolic, it is
w xamenable and, hence, by 12, Propositions 4.3.2 and 4.3.4 the action of G
on X = GrP is amenable. By the definition of an amenable action there
˜exists a u-invariant function
f : X = GrP “ P P ny1 k ,Ž .Ž .
Ž .i.e., for each g g G and almost all x, y g X = GrP we have
u˜ x , y , g f xg , yg s f x , g .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž ny1Ž ..Transferring to the right action of H on P P k we obtain
f xg , yg s f x , y u x , g . 32Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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For r G 1, m - n let M denote the r th symmetric power of ther , m
Grassman variety Gr of m-dimensional planes in the n-dimensionalm , n
n Ž .space k . Let M denote the disconnected variety of s disjoint copiesr , m , s
Ž ny1Ž ..of M . Let U be the subset of P P k consisting of measures m,r , m
Ž .such that support m is not contained in the union of two proper sub-
ny1Ž . w xspaces of P k . Reasoning as in 11, Lemma 1.10 , one can see that
y1Ž . w xf U is a null set in X = GrP. By 11, Lemma 1.11 there exists a
Ž .Sl k -equivariant mapn
L : P P ny1 k y U “ M k .Ž . Ž .Ž . @ @ r , m , s
m-ns , rG1
˜Then we get that L(f is a u-equivariant measurable map from X = Gr
Ž . Ž .y1Ž Ž ..P into @ @ M k . Denote by E s L(f M k .s, r G1 m- n r , m , s r , m r , m
Then X = GrP s @ E . The sets E are G-stable and G actsr , m r , m r , m
w xergodically on X = GrP by 12, Proposition 2.2.2 and Theorem 2.2.15 .
˜Ž .Hence for some r, m , E is a conull subset. We thus get a u-equiv-r , m
˜Ž .ariant map f : X = GrP “ M k . Note that f is not constant, other-r , m
wise we get that H fixes a point in Gr , which contradicts the irreducibil-m , n
ity of V.
w xH acts on M algebraically. By the appendix of 1 the action of H onr , m
Ž . Ž .M k is constructible, hence M k rH is a T -space. The inducedr , m r , m 0
Ž .map f : X = GrP “ M k rH is G-invariant, hence is constant almostr , m
w x Ž .everywhere by 12, Lemma 2.2.16 . Thus there exists a point m g M k ,0 r , m
such that
f˜ : X = GrP “ H k ? m ,Ž . 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for almost all x, y g X = GrP. Denote H k ? m s W k ; M k ,0 r , m
where W is an algebraic k-variety on which H acts k-rationally.
Proof of Step 2. We will first introduce some definitions and notation.
w xThe following definitions can be found in 11 . Let X be a scheme over a
field F and E be another field. Let s : F “ E be an embedding. Denote
by s X the scheme over E obtained from X by the base change s . We get
Ž . s Ž .a map X F “ X E , which we again denote by s .
DEFINITION 7. Let Y be a scheme over E and s , . . . , s : F “ E be1 t
Ž . Ž .embeddings. Let f : X F “ Y E be a map of sets. We say that f is
Ž . s1 s2s , . . . , s -rational, if there exists an E-rational morphism F : X = X1 t
s t Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .= ??? = X “ Y of E schemes, such that if f x s F s x , s x , . . . ,1 2
Ž .. Ž .s x for all x g X F .t
DEFINITION 8. Suppose s and s are two embeddings of F in E. We1 2
say s is equivalent to s , if there exist positive integers a and b such that1 2
s ( Fr a s s ( Fr b, where Fr denotes a Frobenius map.1 2
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž XNote. If f : X F “ Y E is s , . . . , s -rational, then f is s , . . . ,1 t 1
X. X Xs -rational for a possibly smaller subset of embeddings, where s , . . . , ss 1 s
are mutually inequivalent.
DEFINITION 9. Let F be a field, F a subfield of F such that FrF is a0 0
finite extension, and let V be an affine variety over F. The Weil restriction
Ž .of scalars R V is the affine scheme defined as a functor from theFr F0
category of F -algebras into the category of sets given by0
R V A s V F m A .Ž . Ž . Ž .Fr F F0 0
We will now return to the notation of the theorem. For almost any
Ž . Ž .x g X, define a map f : GrP “ W by f y s f x, y , where f is thex x
ˆmap constructed in Step 1. We can lift it to a map f : G “ W byx
ˆ yŽ . Ž .f g s f pg . Let P be the parabolic subgroup of G opposite to P,x x
y ˆand U its unipotent radical. We will show that for almost all x g X, f isx
Ž . ys , . . . , s -rational almost everywhere on U for suitable field embed-1 t
dings.
Let T be a maximal torus in G. Let s g T be such that the closed
Ž .subgroup S generated by s in G is not compact. We denote by Z s the
centraliser of s in G. Consider the map f : X = GrP “ W constructed in
ˆ ˆŽ .Step 1. We can lift it to the map f : X = G “ W by defining f x, g s
ˆŽ .f x, pg . Then use this f to define the maps
f : Z s “ WŽ .x , y
by
ˆf z s f x , zg .Ž . Ž .x , g
Ž . Ž Ž .The correspondence x, g “ f defines a map F : X = G “ F Z s ,x, g
. Ž Ž . . Ž .W , where F Z s , W is the space of measurable functions from Z s to
W. The map F is u-equivariant. We also observe that
ˆ ˆf z s f x , zsg s f x , szgŽ . Ž . Ž .x , s g
ˆs f x , zg s f z . 33Ž . Ž . Ž .x , g
Ž Ž . .Thus we actually get a u-equivariant map F : X = S_G “ F Z s , W .
w xThe next lemma is an analogue of 11, Lemma 2.12 .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 7. 1 For almost all x, g g X = G there exists a set theoretic
Ž . X Ž .map A : G “ H k such that for almost all g g G and almost all z g Z sx, g
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we ha¤e
f x , zgX g s A gX f x , zg .Ž . Ž . Ž .x , g
Ž . Ž .2 For almost all x, g g X = G there exists a continuous homomor-
Ž . Ž .phism h : Z s “ Q k , where Q is a certain algebraic k-group, suchx, g x, g x, g
that
f x , zzX g s h zX f x , zg ,Ž . Ž . Ž .x , g
Ž X. Ž . Ž .for almost all z, z g Z s = Z s .
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 For almost all x, g g X = G, and almost all z g Z s we ha¤e
f x , zg s h z f x , g .Ž . Ž . Ž .x , g
w xProof. The proof can be obtained from the proof of Lemma 2.12 in 11
by replacing the words ‘‘G-equivariant’’ with ‘‘u-equivariant’’ and remem-
bering that in our case the map f is defined on X = S_G instead of
S_G.
We will now proceed to show that for almost all x g X the map
ˆ y ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .f : U “ W defined by f y s f x, y is s , . . . , s -rational almostx x 1 t
everywhere on Uy for suitable field embeddings. The proof is almost
w xidentical to that in 11 , so we will only briefly outline it.
Ž .Recall that G s Ł G k , where A is a finite set of indices and G isig A i i i
a connected simply connected semisimple group defined over a local field
Ž .k . We assume that rank G s Ý rank G G 2. Fix a minimal para-i ig A k ii
Ž .bolic subgroup P in G and let P s Ł P k . Let T be a maximali i ig A i i i
Ž . Ž .k -split torus in P , T s Ł T k , F s F G , P , T denote the rooti i ig A i i i i i i i
Ž . qsystem associated to the triple G , P , T , and F denote the positivei i i i
roots in F . We call the root system F s [ F the root system of thei iig A
Ž . qtriple G, P, T . Let a g F and j g A be such that a g F . Let U bej ya
the unipotent subgroup of Uy ; G normalised by the maximal torus Tj j j
and whose Lie algebra is a direct sum of eigenspaces for T , whosej
Ž w xeigenvalues are positive rational multiples of ya by 3 the multiples are
 4  4.contained in ya , y2a or ya , y1r2a . Since rank G G 2, there
Ž .exists an s g T such that a s s 1 and such that the closed subgroup
generated by s in G is not compact. Fix such an s.
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 8 11, Analogue of Lemma 3.13 . 1 Either char k / char kj
Ž X . Ž .and the map u “ f x, uzg g is constant almost e¤erywhere on U k , forya j
X Ž .almost all g g G, z g Z s ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž2 or char k s char k and there exist 1 a closed subfield k x, g,j
. Ž .a of k , 2 continuous and mutually inequi¤alent embeddings s , . . . ,j 1
Ž . Ž X . Ž .s : k x, g, a “ k such that the map u “ f x, uzg g is s , . . . , s -t j 1 t
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w Ž .xŽ Žrational almost e¤erywhere on U thought of as R U k x,ya k r k Ž x, g , a . ya jj j
.. Ž X . Ž .g, a , for almost all g , z g G = Z s .
w xProof. The proof is analogous to that in 11 and is based on the
expression of f using a homomorphism h in Lemma 7 and the fact thatx, g
Ž .a homomorphism of a unipotent group is s , . . . , s -rational when1 t
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .char k s char k 11, Lemmas 3.7, 3.11 and trivial when char k /j j
Ž .char k .
 Ž . Ž .4 Ž .Let J s j g A ‹ char k s char k . Denote by G s Ł G k . Thenj j ig J i i
by the above lemma the map f : GrP “ W can be considered asx
Ž .f : G rP “ W. We can put the s , . . . , s -rational homomorphisms onx J J 1 t
U , for a g F, obtained in the previous lemma, together to obtain aya
y Ž . Ž .rational homomorphism on U by taking a subfield k x, g of k x, g, aJ j
selecting mutually inequivalent embeddings s , . . . , s : k “ k so that any1 r J
Ž Ž .. < bŽ x, g , a .s k x, g, a can be expressed as s ( Fr , where 1 F m F r andkj j mJ
Ž . w xb x, g, a are some nonnegative integers, and using 11, Lemma 3.16 and
the previous lemma. Thus we obtain the following: there exists a subfield
Ž . Ž .k x, g of k , j g J and s , . . . , s : k x, g “ k mutually inequivalentJ j 1 r J
Ž .embeddings they depend on x and g, however , such that the map
Ž X . Ž . yu “ f x, ug g is s , . . . , s -rational almost everywhere on U , for al-1 r
most every gX g G.
Proof of Step 3. Using the map f obtained in Step 1, we can define a
Ž .map V : X “ F GrP, W , from X into the space of measurable functions
from GrP to W by
V x s f , where f y s f x , y . 34Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x x
Ž .The group G = H acts on F GrP, W by
g , h ( f y s f ygy1 h. 35Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Equation 32 implies
V xg s g , u x , g (V x . 36Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
ˆClaim. There is a G-invariant subset X of full measure in X, such that
ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .V X is contained in a single H k -orbit in F GrP, W .
Proof of the Claim. Consider the projection map
f : X = GrP “ WrH.
This map is a G-invariant map from an ergodic G-space into a T -space.0
Therefore it is constant on a conull set A of X = GrP. For each x g X,
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ˆ Ž . 4  Ž .let A s y g GrP ‹ x, y g A . Denote by X s x g X ‹ m A s fullx x
ˆ4measure . Then X is a conull set in X. It follows from f being constant
ˆ Ž .on A that the projection map V : X “ F GrP, W rH of V restricted to
ˆ ˆ Ž .X is constant. Hence for x g X, the V x lie in the same H-orbit.
ˆ w xPick x g X and denote f s f . By 6, Theorem I.4.4.1 there exists a0 x 00 ˆ Ž .Borel section h : f ? H “ H. Define a Borel map l : X “ H by l x s0
Ž Ž .. Ž .h F x . Then Eq. 36 implies
e, l xg (f s g , l x u x , g (f , 37Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0
or
y1
f s g , l x u x , g l xg (f , 38Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
ˆfor all g g G, x g X.
ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž . ŽLet the cocycle u : X = G “ H k be defined by u x, g s l x u x,
. Ž .y1 Ž .g l xg . Then we can write Eq. 38 in the form
ˆf yg s f y u x , g , 39Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
ˆfor almost all y g GrP, and all g g G, x g X.
ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .We will show that u : X = G “ H k does not depend on X. Recall in
Ž X . Ž .Step 2 we proved that the map u “ f x , ug g is essentially s , . . . , s -0 1 t
y X Ž .rational on U , for almost every g g G. Then Eq. 39 implies thatJ
ˆ y yŽ .f : U “ W is essentially s , . . . , s -rational on U . That means there0 J 1 t J
exist a field k such that all k rk are finite extensions, mutually inequiva-0 j 0
lent embeddings s , . . . , s : k “ k and a rational map C :s1 Uy = ??? =s t1 t 0 J
Uy “ W such thatJ
f u s C s u , . . . , s u 40Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 1 t
almost everywhere on Uy.J
We now want to extend C so that it becomes G-equivariant. We write
Ž . Ž . Ž y .S R G , S R P , and S R U for the group schem esJ J J
t Žsm Ž .. Ž .Ł Ł R G , etc. We have an inclusion of G k inms1 jg J k r k j j jj 0
t Žsm Ž .Ž .. Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł R G k by thinking of G k as R G k and embed-ms1 k r k j j j k r k j 0j 0 j 0
t Žsm Ž Ž ..ding it diagonally in the product Ł R G k . Hence we get anms1 k r k jj 0
Ž . Ž . Ž y.inclusion s of G rP in SR G rSR P . Now s U is in the open setJ J J J J
Ž y. Ž . Ž . Ž y.SR U of SR G rSR P . We have a rational map C : SR U “ W,J J J J
Ž . Ž Ž .. ysuch that f u s C s u for almost any u g U . Define a rational0 J
function
C : SR Uy s gy1 “ WŽ . Ž .g J
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by
y1ˆC y s C ys g u x , g ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .g
Ž y. Ž y1 . y y y1for all y g SR U s g . The set U l U g is conull in G rP andJ J J J J
there exists a conull subset E ; Uy l Uygy1 such thatg J J
ˆf yg s f y u x , g ;Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
f y s C s y ;Ž . Ž .Ž .0 41Ž .
f ygy1 s C s y s gy1Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .0
for all y g E . Theng
y1 y1ˆ ˆC s y s C s y s g u x , g s f yg u x , gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .g 0
y1ˆ ˆs f y u x , g u x , g s f y s C s y 42Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
Ž y.for all y g E . Thus the rational functions C and C defined on SR Ug g J
Ž y. Ž y1 . Ž . w x Ž .lSR U s g coincide on s E . By 11, Lemma 3.3 , s E isJ g g
Ž y. Ž y. Ž y1 . Ž y.Zariski dense in SR U l SR U s g . Hence C s C on SR UJ J g J
Ž y. Ž y1 .l SR U s g and we can extend C as a rational function to theJ
Ž y. Ž y. Ž y1 .union SR U j SR U s g . By repeating this process we can extendJ J
Ž Ž y. Ž y1 .C to a rational function on Y s D SR U s g . Notice thatg g G J
y1ˆC y s C ys g u x , g 43Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
ˆ ˆ ˆ y1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .on Y. Take x , x g X. Then by 43 , u x , g u x , g fixes C Y1 2 1 2
ˆ ˆŽ .pointwise and the set C Y is u-invariant. By Zariski density of u in H it is
Ž .going to be H-invariant. Then C Y will be pointwise fixed by the normal
y1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .subgroup N ; H k generated by the element u x , g u x , g in H k .1 2
Ž . Ž .By k-simplicity of H, N s e, or N s H k . N s H k contradicts the
ˆ ˆ y1Ž . Ž .irreducibility of action of H on W. Hence N s e, and u x , g u x , g1 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .s e, i.e., u x , g s u x , g , ;g g G; and u does not depend on X.1 2
Ž .Therefore, there exists a continuous homomorphism p : G “ H k , such
ˆ ˆ ˆ Ž . Ž .that u s s . Extend u : X = G “ H k to a cocycle q : X = G “ H kp
Ž . Ž .defined by q x, g s p g . Then u ; q s s and the theorem is proved.p
4.2. A Generalization of the Cocycle Superrigidity Theorem
In this section we would like to consider a generalization of the cocycle
superrigidity theorem similar to our generalization of the Margulis super-
rigidity theorem. So we will not assume the k-simplicity of the target group
and the statement of the theorem will become as follows:
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THEOREM 7. With the group G as before, let k be a local field, F a
Ž .connected k-group such that FrR F is semisimple, X an irreducible G-spaceu
Ž .with finite in¤ariant measure, and u : X = G “ F k a cocycle. Suppose
rank G G 2, the cocycle u is Zariski dense in F and is not relati¤ely compact,
and for the restriction of the adjoint representation of F on Dist F to any finite
dimensional F-in¤ariant subspace of Dist F the cocycle Ad(u is integrable.
Ž . Ž .Ž .Assume that the cocycle u : X = G “ H k s FrR F k is equi¤alent tou
Ž .s , where p : G “ H k is a continuous homomorphism. Then there exists ap
Ž .continuous homomorphism p : G “ F k such that u ; s ? s , where s :p 0 0
Ž .X =G “ Z F is a cocycle.
Proof. Let s g S be as in Subsection 2.2. Then s acts ergodically on0
Ž .X. Recall the representation s of F on GL V as defined in Subsection
3.1. Consider the cocycle
u˜ : X = G “ GL VŽ .
u˜ x , g s s u x , g ;Ž . Ž .Ž .
˜ X˜ Ž .and its projection u to GL V
˜ Xu˜ : X = G “ GL VŽ .
˜˜u x , g s Ad u x , g ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..where Ad : H “ GL Dist H , u x, g s proj u x, g , and proj : F “ H s
FrR is the canonical projection. We are given that u ; s , for a continu-u p
Ž .ous homomorphism p : G “ H k . By the definition of equivalent
Ž . Ž .cocycles there exists a Borel map j : X “ H k such that u x, g s
y1Ž . Ž . Ž .j x p g j xg .
As in the proof of Theorem 6 consider a Borel cocycle u on Z = X with
 m4 Ž .Ž .respect to the dynamical system s , m g Z with values in s F k ;
Ž .GL V defined by
u m , x s s u x , sm . 44Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
By our assumption this cocycle is integrable. Then we can apply the
multiplicative ergodic theorem to obtain the characteristic maps
c : X “ Gr V , 45Ž . Ž .i l i
where 1 F i F r, r g Nq, l g Nq.i
As in Theorem 6 define the maps
f : X = G “ Gr VŽ .i l i
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by
f x , g s c xgy1 ? s u xgy1 , g .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i
If we show that there exists i, 1 F i F r, such that the map f isi
Ž .s F -effective, we will be able to conclude the proof of this theorem in
exactly the same way as the proof of Theorem 6.
Ž .To show that for some i, the map f is s F -effective, we need to showi
that for any nontrivial normal subgroup N ; F
f x , g ? s N o f x , g , 46Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
for almost x g X, and all g g G. Since N is a normal subgroup of F Eq.
Ž .46 will follow from
c x ? s N o c x , 47Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
Ž .for almost all x g X. To show 47 we will first assume that F satisfies
Ž .Z F s e and any normal subgroup of F intersects the unipotent radical
Ž .nontrivially. Then again as in Subsection 3.1 it is enough to prove 47 for
Ž .N ; R s Z R minimal with respect to inclusion. Consider the cocycleu
˜ X˜ Ž .u : X = G “ GL V and apply the multiplicative ergodic theorem to
m m˜˜Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..u m, x s u x, s s Ad p s to obtain the characteristic subspaces˜
X X ˜˜Ž .c x , 1 F j F r . Since u ; s , we have u ; s , andj p Ad (p
y1Xc x s W ? Ad j x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .j j
where the W ’s are the characteristic subspaces of the transformationj
X y1Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Ad(p s . Denote by c x the subspace W ? Ad j x , where W is the0 0 0
Ž Ž .. weigenspace of Ad p s corresponding to the eigenvalue 1. By 6, Proposi-
x Ž Ž .. X Ž .tion V.2.3 there exists i, 1 F i F r such that proj c x s c x fori 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .almost every x g X. Denote this c x by c x . Pick m g c x such thati 0 0
X Ž .y1proj m s d ? Ad j x . Then by applying Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and the
reasoning of Proposition 3 of Subsection 3.1 we obtain
ms N f c x ,Ž . Ž .0
and hence
c x ? s N o c x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
for almost all x g X, and all normal subgroups N of F. Hence we proved
Ž . Ž .the s F -effectiveness of c in the case when F satisfies Z F s e and0
every normal subgroup of F intersects the unipotent radical nontrivially.
Ž .Then we can construct p : G “ F k such that u ; s in exactly the samep
way as in the proof of Theorem 6.
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Now assume that F contains normal subgroups that do not intersect
Ž . X XR F . Then by Lemma 3, F s N [ F , where N is semisimple and F doesu
not contain normal subgroups not intersecting the unipotent radical. Then
Ž . X Xu : X = G “ F k can be written as u s u ? u , where u and u areN F N F
the cocycles obtained by projecting u onto N and FX, respectively. We are
Ž .given that u ; s , where p : G “ N k is the projection of p : GN p NN
Ž . XX“ H k to N. Also by the reasoning above there exists p : G “ F , suchF
Ž .X Xthat u ; s . Define p : G “ F k by p s p ? p . Then u ; s .XF p N F pF
Ž . Ž .If F does not satisfy Z F s e, we factor by Z F and obtain p : G “0
Ž . Ž .FrZ F , such that s ; u (d , where d : F “ FrZ F is the canonicalp 0
Ž .projection. We can construct p : G “ F k as in Subsection 3.3. Then
Ž .u ; s ? s , where s : X = G “ Z F is a cocycle from X = G into thep 0 0
center of F.
Hence the theorem.
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